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Back to History for Kids Ancient Rome was a powerful and important civilization that ruled much of Europe
for nearly years. The culture of Ancient Rome was spread throughout Europe during its rule. The basis for
much of Western culture comes from Ancient Rome, especially in areas such as government, engineering,
architecture, language, and literature. They had a complex government with written laws, a constitution, and a
balance of powers. These concepts became very important in forming future democratic governments, like the
United States. This was the end of the republic. Much of the lower level government stayed the same, but now
the Emperor had supreme power. Eventually the Roman leaders decided to split Rome into two empires. One
was the Western Roman Empire and was ruled out of the city of Rome. It fell in AD. It sits on the same site as
the city of ancient Rome. If you were to visit Rome you could see many of the original ancient buildings such
as the Colosseum and the Roman Forum. The Circus Maximus, a huge stadium built for chariot races, could
seat around , people. The highest position in the Roman Republic was the consul. The native language of the
Romans was Latin, but they often spoke Greek as well. When Julius Caesar took power he named himself
dictator for life. Recommended books and references: Nature Company Discoveries library: Ancient Rome by
Judith Simpson. Ancient Rome written by Simon James.
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Edirne which was conquered in [37] was the next capital city. After largely expanding to Europe and Anatolia,
in , the Ottomans nearly completed the conquest of the Byzantine Empire by capturing its capital,
Constantinople during the reign of Mehmed II. Constantinople was made the capital city of the Empire
following Edirne. The sultan of the golden age, Suleiman the Magnificent. The empire was often at odds with
the Holy Roman Empire in its steady advance towards Central Europe through the Balkans and the southern
part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. John , for control of the Mediterranean. In the Indian Ocean ,
the Ottoman navy frequently confronted Portuguese fleets in order to defend its traditional monopoly over the
maritime trade routes between East Asia and Western Europe ; these routes faced new competition with the
Portuguese discovery of the Cape of Good Hope in The Treaty of Karlowitz in marked the beginning of
Ottoman territorial retreat; some territories were lost by the treaty: Austria received all of Hungary and
Transylvania except the Banat; Venice obtained most of Dalmatia along with the Morea the Peloponnesus
peninsula in southern Greece ; Poland recovered Podolia. Anatolia remained multi-ethnic until the early 20th
century see Rise of Nationalism under the Ottoman Empire. Faced with territorial losses on all sides the
Ottoman Empire under the rule of the Three Pashas forged an alliance with Germany who supported it with
troops and equipment. During the war, major atrocities were committed such as Genocide, mass murder and
death marches intentionally denying food and water to the deportees by the Ottoman government against the
Armenians , Assyrians and Pontic Greeks causing millions of deaths and resulting in the Armenian Genocide
of On November 1, the newly founded parliament formally abolished the Sultanate , thus ending years of
Ottoman rule. The Treaty of Lausanne of July 24, , led to the international recognition of the sovereignty of
the newly formed "Republic of Turkey" as the successor state of the Ottoman Empire, and the republic was
officially proclaimed on October 29, , in the new capital of Ankara. An invasion was threatened in but did not
happen and Ankara refused German requests to allow troops to cross its borders into Syria or the USSR.
Germany had been its largest trading partner before the war, and Turkey continued to do business with both
sides. It purchased arms from both sides. The Allies tried to stop German purchases of chrome used in making
better steel. Starting in the Allies provided military aid. The Turkish leaders conferred with Roosevelt and
Churchill at the Cairo Conference in November, , and promised to enter the war. By August , with Germany
nearing defeat, Turkey broke off relations. In February , it declared war on Germany and Japan, a symbolic
move that allowed Turkey to join the nascent United Nations. The doctrine enunciated American intentions to
guarantee the security of Turkey and Greece, and resulted in large-scale U. Following a decade of
intercommunal violence on the island of Cyprus and the Greek military coup of July , overthrowing President
Makarios and installing Nikos Sampson as a dictator, Turkey invaded the Republic of Cyprus in Turkey is the
only country that recognises the TRNC [47] The single-party period was followed by multiparty democracy
after
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However, most of the population of the Roman Empire lived in the countryside. Life in the countryside was
very different from that in the city. What did the people do in the country? Most of the people who lived in the
countryside were farmers. They worked very hard. They got up early in the morning and worked the fields or
did chores until dusk. Some people had other more skilled jobs like blacksmiths, carpenters, innkeepers, and
bakers. Producing Goods The countryside played an important role in the economy of the Roman Empire.
Different kinds of food was grown in different areas and then shipped throughout the empire. One of the most
important crops was grains. A lot of grains were grown in Egypt and then shipped to large cities such as
Rome. Other major crops of the Roman Empire included grapes mostly for making wine and olives for olive
oil. Some farms were large estates run by wealthy Romans who often had a house in the city and a large villa
in the country. These farms were usually managed by servants and the fields were worked by slaves. There
were smaller farms, too, which were worked by poorer farmers. Small farmers often worked the fields
themselves, sometimes with the help of a few slaves. Villages There were many small villages in the
countryside throughout the Roman Empire. Families often lived in a village near their farm. The village
provided some security as well as local craftsmen. Villages were very different in different parts of the empire.
Many of the people living on small farms and in villages knew little of the Roman Empire and the city of
Rome. Farmhouses Farmhouses were different depending on where they were in the empire. They were
typically very small huts made from the local materials. Most homes had only one or two rooms. Often farm
animals lived in the huts with the farmers in order to keep them safe. Wealthier farmers might have a separate
building for the kitchen, workshop, or even a bath house. Villas Wealthy Romans had large country homes
called villas. These homes were much larger than the homes they had in the city. Romans often visited their
villas to relax and escape from the hustle and bustle of city life. Roman Legions The army of Rome, the
Roman legions, were usually stationed somewhere out of the city and in the countryside. They lived in forts
and helped to maintain the peace or conquer new lands. When the soldiers retired, they were often given a
small farm as part of their retirement. This helped to keep the soldiers happy and also kept former Roman
soldiers living in lands throughout the Roman Empire. Interesting Facts About Life in the Ancient Roman
Countryside One of the favorite pastimes for people visiting the country was hunting. Food for poor farmers
was pretty boring. They usually ate beans and porridge. It is estimated the city of Rome had to import around
six million sacks of grain each year to feed its large population. The wives of poor farmers worked very hard
from sunup to sundown. They spent their day doing chores, preparing food, and making clothes. Olives were
grown in Spain and North Africa and then imported to Rome. Activities Take a ten question quiz about this
page. Listen to a recorded reading of this page: Your browser does not support the audio element. For more
about Ancient Rome:
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